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INTAUDUCTION,

There in no question about the need tor banic skills that are

ersential to the development of an educated person. There are, how-

ever, some quentionm about what theue ukills should incicAe, how beat

to teach them, nnd how te, determine if they have been learned.

Such quentionu are mominnl. When they nre diecussed in any de-,

vpiefttt. f f4flOn .beentflit ppl4 rim t For example, how great

in the proment need ti) Improve education in the basics? fihould 'the

federal government finance effortu in n11 public schools to teach

banic ukilln more effectively? If it nhould, then how yill the re-

multu of much a progrnm be tnenftured? Should there Ile national

mtandardu? Should the banicn be the name for all utudontn?

rveryone in thu teachi-ng profenuion agroon that allstudents

have an equal opportunity to develop, within the'limits of their

ability, the fundamental mki!ln to handle language, numbwru, and other

compIi,x ideon. There in (duo agreemora within the profeumion that

nuch hanic arv only a firnt atop, hut an ennential first utep,'

toward an education. An educatild pernon haft much more than Ow rather

forirre'd abilitien necennary to cope and to survil)e.

rvt.n mort. fundamvntal quentionn COIN! CO MInd WI WI, probe other

vw
anpectn of the baniu nkifIn dilOnma. Junt wha t do vine. mEra h. today hy

Ap 4.dlicatf.d IWIN(ifir' In the Land of the Free, iq an education, 1,0/.4',

a drivei'n iwrm,t, .1 right or 4 privilegeto be given or earned?

teaching piNftinion'n goal of profennionalAnd finally, can Ili('

excellence nurvive in a nociety willing to leonlate minimum CoMpe-
$

tc,ht-f. for ith "Lx.(7(.)1,q1c,, impli(.!; more t)Ian competence," niOd

John (;ardner. "It implier; a ,,Criving for thp highe%t ntandardn in
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ovary phase of Ofe...,Tha idaa for which this nation stands will not

nurvivo if the hiqhest goal free men callti Tet themselves in an.amiable

mediocrity." (.:

For classr(Wm teachers such questionr, as exvellence and equal.ity

are often lost 41% school rysteMs that are organized and admininterea
4

In ways that are counterproductive to all that is known about human

learning. One purpose of this paper will be to consider some of these

%imitations to learning in relation-t6 bollix skill .

rrwbent public interest in what is usually called the back-to-the- %

movem.nt has reachedpidemic proportions, and it has frequently

become the occasioq for attacIrs on ni:hools and teachers, who, it is
4

. alleged, arp.not teaching the basics. Recurring atta6ks on public

schoGls are, .4 coursc', part of American life, and thtl present out-

cry to qo bac k to the basics has reached a dimeasion not equalled

sincv 197 whr:n Russia beat un into apace with Spuanik I.

In those early days of the Space Age nearly a aeneration ago,

the reason for thin early Russian .t.riumph was clear enough to crittcs

of education: The 'i010(03 were not teaching thi! basics. A shocked and

Amorica ttwn embarkeyi on what one observer called bitVer

orgy of pf,dagogical soul-searching" since "many of our graduates coti1d

1,arely unditrmtand pap- of English pros', much lens compose on(." (13)

W41 4 M4';% roactioh of national guilt; and tho prosn, Conqren and

clti/Mn grf$111.% IJIanivd t.#14' w:hool!i for our lagging space program.

"whaf Went Wr(inq With !;chool%?" ,ind "Why Aro Vo rer.!45 I-Aucated

Th4n rift,/ Yo.lr!: Ago?" wer ttwme quostions for longthy proCo!: in

Now% is World P,.,eort.( l!inf. 7, WO, T: .;anuary 24, 1V).

In rdvitiy t tit.!-,4.! t the ach,,,,,i ; 2i yar!: irt wrri- ro3t.

Pr')W,rtiov t() the Yg.latjv Importanc.- of thf! :;ovit

4
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mont. But it was a tiime for reactionjh Xmaricp. As happens after

every war--and the Korean War had ended--we were experiencing a

period of peoconservatism not unlike today, a ',few Right was call-.

ing for a return to thy.; good old days as if somehow a new generation

could solve its problems by gointl back to the basics in politics, In

reliqion, in.labor relations, in economics, and in education. Since

0°4957, (if enurseftwe have had spectacular success in space, and our

schools have recpived small credit for that.

Without question the most tangible and enduring resdlt of this
_V

public debate about schools was the'tlational Defense Education Act

of 19511 which, among other, things, quickly doubled the budget for

thc, fJ. S. Offtc'e of Education and began a new era of federal support

for education. Although this landmark legislation had been drafted

by the Eisenhowe5- Administration prior to Sputnik, its chance ofebe-

coming law was not a political reaLlty until Sputnik evoked a Great

Debate about the quality of American educationand only then after

tili ! bill wA5 remamed to assure Congre!is that its ouroose was, after

dll, for national defense.

Were the Soviet schools really better than 'ours? The question

couid be answered neither simply nor to everyone's sapsfaction.

After all, the two countries hafl rather different fofims of government.

The national goals, ecr,w)rfilc systems. and concepts of individ-

ual rights w'ro r2learly antithetical to those of the U.S.A. The most

pragmatic answ,.!r to thni questir in r:ame frorT James Bryant Conant,. a

former pre.iident of Harvard whn in l'i57 was the first U.S. Ambassador

tr) the Federal Pepublic of r,ermany. The Pur,slan space success, ob-

served Conant, WIS; nrit rriur:h vlrzt schools were better than

ours; it was simply that their r;ermilw.: %7-;.rter th. r. r r;ffr!-ans.



The 1960's became a tine for edvcational.innoyatiim as federal -
AS

interest and support increased. One index of this growthscan be

seen in federal grants for educational purposes, which grew from

$1.7 billion in 1960 to $8 billion in 1969. During this decade the

schools became a crazy quilt of new programs as the U. S. Office of

Education became a bureaucratic conduit for federal funds to support

such diverse innovations as new math, languAgn laborntnries, teach-

ing machines, oind inetructional television. Behaviorism became the

name of the game and classroom teachers, by and large, were consid-

ered a part of the problem. Federal funds werelused to develop

instructional packages, some of them guaranteed to be "teacher proof."

Sinc.e.the 1960's federal programs and support have not slackened,

and educational grants for 1977 are estimated at $17 billion. At the

same time, the courts and a growing number of federal agencies have

produced a confusion of cateriorical program regulations for the

schools. A recent study (6) repurts that school'districts receiving

educational funds are caught between conflicting"directives because

federtl programs are responses f.'o a variety-of often conflicting

value.. 'Many classroom teachers view the.results of all this as a

curricilum kaleidoscope, with emphasis on )ust about everything but
AO.

1:asic C1'.2rly ucr development are an imnprtant reason for

th NLA'f; i,re!.!nt 5trrir,1 pi-dslti,)n in favdr of a Department of Educa-

trot, ,mnd of -2eneral, r,ithr!r th,In f:att!gorical, frAr.ral support of
41.

e'ducatIOn.

In retrwipef.7t, most Innovationc r)f !.hc sixt)f.s hilve tLad sm111.

lan,1 r,r,v-t1(.7i7. 1r; 7.,;-;* r:fc.!f3, h'we.vor,

theqe: h4ve (!;irh ;Iddel ';r1m1--;thing *N(-

continuf.s *.o ,rri,w. And mdy wr.11 Ut- t.hat i r:urriculur

.
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innovative leftovers is.itself ail obstacle for some. teachers who

would like to spend more time on basic skills. This "additive* ap-

proach to curriculuiedevelopment--often by,legislative mandate--is

well known to teachers. The results of all this can be seen in

school programs in driver education, drug education, alcohol educa-

tion, tobacco education, metric education, sex (and sexism) educa-

tiOn, family eddcation, humAn relations.and ethnic iiducation, energ)"

education, consumer education, environinental education, And career

education.

Such programs have recently been supplementpd by a major federal

effort to edueate all handicapped childreh--many of them in the regu-
.

-lay classroom. Although such programs are morally sound and clearly.

in thd. public interest, they are seldom fUnded with any kind of

realistic Aderstanding of what they will cost, or what:they. will

divertifrom other (e.g., basic skills) school programs.

MGre recp.ntly the Office of Education has supported studies 614

RANO anciothes think.tanks to determine what went wrohgwith the in-

-novations of the sixtiesor, as one congressman put it, "how to get

more bang for the educ,.tional buck." The answer is in, and it is

quite simple: Classroom teachers were not involved in planning, they

were not firoVided.with proper in-service preparatiop, and as'a result,

they undersitood neither the pro)ects nor what was'expe,cted of them

as key participants in thR pro)ects.

This point has heels made by others. In a soul-searching evalu-

ation its relativly modest ($30 million) efffIrts at educational

lhnkv3tion frnm Wd.to 1970, the Ford Foundation r'eported:

out syster,:dtic teacher preparation, use of now curricula and equip-

.mr!nt tends f:) surficial, sT.,ora4.7, ond ephemeral. ignoring

4.
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fprsignificant,improv,ment in,the-teaching4e-aerning

;process." (1) The report concludes that teacherstuderts,
i.

.

- and communanitmust.baitocfarlesiipkin9L.
,..

-

about scnool functions. . :, N,
. .

'This truism has.been lost today,on S6Ze-state lawmakers who ire

concerned about basic skills, who seem to feej that literacy can'be .

legislated, and who are willing to single out.teachers.as.scapegoats

for the social, economic, and political probldms of the day'.

From Innovations to Accountabilitz

. The 1960's decade was 'one, of innovation in education, and the
:

1970'.s will.most Likely be temembered :as the'Decade-of Accountability

in education. For the crasstoom teacher the 1960's de'cade was a time

of surprisses, often when school opened in the fall--new books, new ex-

# perts, new rrath, and new electrenic-gadgets.. The school library, his»

, torically a reading centr, became first a media center and later a

technology,center.

The classroom climate of the 1970's is not the' same. It has been

characterized by some teachers as a time for endless hours (often of

theit own personal time) of writing behavioral ob)ectives. Certainly

the present era is reflected by a sign on the wall 6f a teacheY lounge:

"Accountability can be dangerous to your professional health (and

tenure) if you have too Rany slow learners."

rn March of 100 President Ni).;on flet the tonf., for the new decade

in a message to Contlress "Education tor the 1970'S: Renewal and

Reform." qe made it perfectly clear that schools should be held

3ccountable for thelr performance. One initial result of tt%is prest-

.dential mes"sage was a series of federally sponsored efforts at social
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experimentation in selected school districts across the country--all

of it under the rubric.of educational accountability. During the

first .few years of the seventies, millions of dollars in federal edu-

cation funds were ipent.on' such schemes as performance contracting

with private industry to tun schools, vouchers for parents, and the

uselin sphools of a range of business-management gimmacks such as

program budgeting, syttems analysis, and management by objectives.

Early in the 1970's state after state began to enact a unique

kind of legislation known.as educational accountability.acts. Their..

purpose was clear enough: to inake schoOls and teachers accountable

for the quality of'educational programs. In practice these Laws man-

:dated. tha wrong.tgsts for the wrong reasons. In an effort to encour-

atie tMis phenmenon, and to keep track of its many pi.ovincial mank-
r%.

fesiations, the p. S.-Office of Education estOlished the Cooperative

-lAccounbrAilty 1;r.c.4epi (CAP) in 1972. CAP, ih turn, established SEAR

.the StAt4 Edacatinal hccountability Repository--to "disseminate

accountabil.kty information to state educatipp ,agencies.'! In 1975

St.:AR containdd ove..1,500 documents.

CAP and SEAR.were phased ciut 1976, and since then "minimum

competence" IL:is replaceci the term "accountability" to describe a

orowinp number :-.)f such state taws., Public interest in basic skills

.ciday has added nc,1,1q legislative impe6us to these state programs. By

afti large, howcwer, state minimum competency lawS and programs retain

many of the undesirable- aspects of earlid'r accountability legislatIon.

Teach,ers ard stIll being held accountatole for the performance of

thelr.tudents on .standardizea tests and'for other educational re-.,

stlIts cver which the teachers have no control.

During the Decade of Accountabil.Ity the united #.eaching profes-
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slim has worked aggressively at local, state; and national livels to
.

protect teachers and tolitall attention to the wrongheaded features of

such programs. Michigan was one of the first staes to impose an

"accountability system" on itPublict scdools. Not only did the Michi-

On State Department of id-ucation attevt to use student test scores

as the major criterion to eval.uate classroom teachers, it also withheld

funds from schools because of low test scores. This high7handed govern-

ment-interference called for an investigation, and in 1972 the Michi.gan

Education Association and the National Educ:tsion Association took action

in what was clearly the public interest.

A blue-ribbon panel of natipnally recognized a.uthoritieswas

'\stablished.with olomplete autonomy to evaluate the educational soundl

. iless and utility for MiChigan of the MiChigan Accountability-Model,

.vith a-partickilar focus on the assessment component. The resulting

statewide.study attracted much attention and included private inter-
/'\

views and public hearings. The final report o f the panel (11) led,to

significant _changes for the better in Michigan's state accountability

program.' ID

"Test resul+ are not good measures of what is taught in school,"

the panel said. The Michigan report went on to indicate that "unless

one teaches the tests themselves, they are not very sensitive to school

learning." As for the state ed,Iscation department's practice of tying

test results to school funding, the panel condemned the pra,ctice as

"whimsical" and "harmful."

In the spring of 1978 a similar statewide accountabili tudy

was made in Florida. (18) An independent evaluation panel under con-

tract to the Florida Teaching Profession-NEA and the National Educa-

tion ASsociation took a strong position against the "detrimental" And
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"demoralizing'iuse of standardized telp. Such testing, according to

.the panel, has sacrificed children who dre black and poor oo the altar

of accountability. The study also found that the statewide.comPetency

testing-program in Florida's high schools caused An overemphasis on

elementary reading and arithmetic and "resulted in neglect of high

school subjects such as science, literature, mmtic, and the arts."

The back-to-the=bagics movementl'and its manifestations in state

. after state' in the,form of misimum competency laws, is where we are

today: an extension of the Nixonian approach to better school.e.
6

Will this be the qlosing chapter in the Decade of Accountability?

And what of the future?. Will the nex.t decade be the Orwellian

19801s for Amerid.an education?

A purppse of.this paper is to relate present public concern

about basic skills to sOme of the underlying causes, both within the

school system and within, the society which supports and controls that

system. The back-to-bthe-hasics issues 'cannot be limited to pedagog-

-ical practice. We already know how to teach just about anything to

3ust about anyone. Nor can the issue-be contained within the larger

educational community--an unbelievably complex Ad pl&ralistic bu-

reaucracy with theoretical and topical support from every known field

of study.

Today the problem of basic skills and some of the-related ques.-

-tions already noted have become a Aocial issue, an economic issue,

a racial issue, a political issue, a legal issue, and finally, a

philosophical Asue about the purpoSes of education. It will be

useful, therefore, to consider the problem of basic skills in a num-
/

ber of contexts.
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Those functions .of government that touch.nearly everyonefor

example, the postal service, tax collection, and public schools.--re-

ceive a great deal of critical public attention'in a democracy. There

are, in each-realm, horror stories about an occasional letter that has .

been lost or delivered very late, a millioniire Wic has paid no income

tax, or a high school graduate who has been deemed illiterate.

Such exceptions to the rule are often considered as news by re-

porrs who must fill space between ads iv the print meLa and provide

words and pictures for the noncommercial segments of the broadcast

media. In the world of corporate journalism, where bad news is good

news and good news is bad news, stories with depth and substance are

increasingly replaced with the flip and the flippant., gossiil and fun.

This is not to say that letter carriers, tax collectors, and,

4
teachers are without malfeasance and above public scrutiny. Nor is

.it an effort to pan news reporters who, like teachers, are often the

victims of managerial forces over which they have no control. The

analogy may, however, serve as a useful wedge to uncover the hidden

agendas that prompt some of the more vocal and perennialtcritics of

public educatiop.

The quality of public education has always been a matter of,.con-

cern for several groups. Parents have historically seen the school

as a place where their children Could make something of themselvest

democratic channvl for upward mobility. -Some still. do. More recent-

ly, however, changes in family structure, in adult values lnd goals,

and in employment opportunities for youth have all tended to erode ,

this view of the school. Most parents today have spent more,time going

to school and are better educated than were their own paremtb. As a

consequence, they now have more leisure time and wider interests.
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Some of them are more articulate and expect more from the schools

their children attend.

At the same time, an increasing number of other parents are in-

different to such things. This growing disenchantment with education

.by parents is not lost on the young. Parent apathy, in fact, has

been identified by teachers today as a major problem for them in

teaching basic skills, or in teaching just about anything.

1

Others with a continuing interest in public education include

employers, many of whom expect from the schools a yeely crop of young
.

people with salable skills. For over a century industrial sotieties

haves seen the school as a means of preparing and preL,sorting youngsters

to meet the varied and increasinglir specialized needs of in expanding

economy. As the productivity of the-American. economy increased,,it

became apparent--apparent, at least, to dominant business interests--
,

that a.major function of the rather new public sclhools mould be to

teach people how to earn a living in such a society. The business.

of America was business, and the business pf its educational system

rdflected that fact. It was a time of quantitative values;.measure-

ment was easy, big was best, more was moral. Majoi efforts were mad
0

to reduce human,excellence to a series Of numbers. What couldn't be

measured "didn't count."

Althaugh it began in an earlier and simpler time, much of this

overemphasis on job training as the primary purpose of eaucation can

still be found in some schools and in sOMe parts of.the busti esd com-

munity. Certainly tt is reflected today Ole misuse of standardized

test scores for premature tracking of students into dead-end jobs, and

in a range of efforts to substitute work.in the world of work for

study in school--and to give high school credit for the former. It

"/
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may also account for what some.have;described as "The Curriculum of

Despair," with sits courses in "learning to cope" or simply "survival."

Minimum competence, indeed.

Taxpayers are yet another group with a continuing interest Li

.puhlic education. Often well organized, articulate, and polittIcally

effective, this group includes a good many parents as well as repre-

sentatives from business:And industry who are drawn together by a

comon fiscal bond. Local taxpayer groups often form temporary alli-

ances of convenience with other. organizations to defeat bond issues
t

or to elect sympathetic school board member's. The success of these

efforts can be seen in the fact that 79 percent of the,2,041 public

school baRd elections in 1964-65 were passed. Sn 1974,05, only 46

percent of such'elections were approved out of a total Of 929..

Recently,\more serious manifestations of a taxpayer ievolt Ave be-

come apparet.

Historically, taxpayers have been a dominant force in shaping--

some would say "limiting"--the,qUallIty and amount of public education.

They alo get credit for a brand of limited and conservative thin*ing,

often thought but seldom expressed, that a major purpose of the school

is custodial, i.e.,'socialized babysitting and youth warehousing.

This group and the two groups juat mentionli-parents and the

business community-Lare changing today at a time when each must oper-

ate in a larger context of change. One result of all this call be seen

in new and mutu lly supportive alliances between groups that hereto-

fore have had little in common. For example, the idea of local prop-

erty tax as the sine qua non of school support is increasingly.open to

question, and for good reason. Other educ.Ational issues which are now

forcing political realignments include the role of the federal govern-

1 9
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ment, national standards and curriculums, the Assessment of educa-

tional quality, and the goals and purposes of education.

Some Policy Issues

As we have already noted in this paper, such issgei as evalua-

tion, public expectations, student performance standards, in-service

education, and the purposes bf.education are integral to a better

undersiandlng of-the current interest in basic skills. And they point

up the need for educational policy. The question of basic.skills has

also been briefly considered on the preceding pa§es in relation to

larger social, political, and economi4 perspectives. What all of this

means to classroom teachers is that they must often proceed\with their

work in a policy vacuum, often as whipping boys (persons) for.every

special interest group in town.

As a result, classroom teachers face a growing array of ve4\res1

obstacles which prevent or seriously thwart their professional mission.

The "scapegoat approach" of dumping all manner of social problems

in the classroom. The "Band-Aid approach" to curriculum development.

The "big brother approach" to monitoring categorical funds. The

"accountability approach" of blaming teachers for just about every-

thing. All are examples of a growing erosion of individual autonomy

within, the teaching profession. Xhere are many more examples, insti-

tutional and otilerwise, and nearly all of them are beyond the control

of individual teachers.

Vigoious and united action, based on Solid information, will. help
4

a teachers. At the same time--anii perhaps more important in

the long run--it will call public attention ,to the need for some hard

thinking about the more ,basic pplicy questions that opened this paper.
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Three groups outside of the tpaching profession* each with a

specialbinterest in public education, were described earlier: parents,

employers, and taxpayers. At various times, in various places, and

for various reasons, such'grpups have become heavily involved in the

,pblitics of education. Since Sputnik the 'united' teaching profession

has changed re than anything else in American education, and today
4

it has become a significant political force.

With this newfound power the profession is now in a much stronger

position "to influence deifeloping public 'policies 9n educatkon.'" (16),.

This is both a complex and,a politically difficult.fesponsibility Ior

those who must lead and govern the world's largest and most demdcratic

professiOnal union.

It is a complex responsibility because recent eduoational policy

in the United States has been developed largely by default. More

often than not what passes for policy ii an inconsistent amalgam of

court decisions, taxpayer revolts, congressional actio4 (or inaction),

federal regulations, special-interest groups, and bad research. Such

complexity is further compounded by national traditions of political

fluidity and social diversity in an economy of continuing technplogical

change.

.at is a politically difficult responsibility since public educa-

tion remains a state and local responsibility. Diversity and pluralism

are not educational policies, although they are often used as substi-

tutes for policy or as excuses for no policy. Local school board

members and state legislators, many of whom would not recognize an

educational policy if they saw one, often have more immediate political

concerns. Policy statements, after all, can become very dangerous

things for politicians--after they have been elected.
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The effect of the absence of.policy was discussed in 1958 by

Robert Oppenheimer: "There is a widespread impression that we live

from astonishment to surprise, and from surprise to astonishment,

never adequately forewarned or forearmed, and, more often than not,
ft

choosing between evils, when forethotkght and foreaction might' have

provided happier alternatives." (17)

What is'educational poilcy?
r . 4

The need for%thoughtful attention to this question is illustrated

by the popukar--and vastly oversimplifiea--issue of going back to the

basics. Thete are, of Course, other issues:. education for.all handi-

clapped children, classroop discipline, class size, and in-service

education, fdr ekample. However, an analysis of almost any classroom

problem today will lead us back to the same kinds of fundamental

questions. Ilhat are instructional imperatives?

'Shall me go back? Or Ahall we go forward? The difference be:

tween "conserva.tive".and "liberal"--people, parties, policies, or

whatever--is the differenCe in how much faith one has in the past and

how muCh faith one has in the future.
0

Nothing is more reactiJnary in its consequenses than
the effort to live according to the ideas, principles,
custbms, habits, or institutions which at some time.in
the past represented a change for the better but which
in the present constitute factors in the problems con-
fronting us....New problems demand for their intelli-
gent solution the projection'of new purpOses, new ends
in view; and new ends ngpessitate the development of
new means and methoda. r5)

This quote is from: John Dewey's last published essay (1952) on

education. Although Dewey was spared the educational fias,70(Pf Sput-

nik, his words contain some support for those who do not want to go

'back to the basics. They also seem an appropriate bridge between

I.
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this introduction and what followS it.

A final linkage in thii introduction has to do with student

.rights, another policy question not unrelated to basiic Akins. Stt

dents, as erery teacher knows, vary in ability, motivation, speed,

and temperament. This, of course, is the reason why some students do

not learn "the basics" as well or as soon as other students.

Some of these otherwise normal students will qualify as "learning

disabled" under PL 94-142--the Education for All Handicapped Chlldren

Act. .Late in 1977 supplementary federal regulations for PL 94-142

were issued "for the evaluation of children suspected of having a spe-

cific learning disability." In 3,500 words of bureaucratic jargon we

are told, among other things, that the determination of a learning

disability "is made based on Whether a child does not achieve commen-

surate with his or her age and ability whenoprovided with appropriate

educational experiences...."

It learning.basic skillseis to be an individual right for all

students, then'those who need specish treatment must have it. This

raises questions about dollars-Ad children. At what point, for ex-

ample, are the basics cost-effective?

4

0')
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MAT ARE T.RE 13AaICS?

.
It ,,

-
,

. Clearly there is a lack of public igreement on just what are "the

basics." The4most recent Annual Survey of the 'Public's Attitudes To-
t

ward the Publi*c Schools by the Gallup Poll hnd the Charles Kettering

Foundation asked the question, "Do you favor or oppose the fback-to-

the-basics) movement?" Of those who responded, 83.1-rcent were in

flavor, 11 perCent were opposed, and 6 percent gave no answer.

Some respondents to the poll said they considerqd "the basics"

to be siMply reauing, writfng, and arithmetic. However, a substantial

number.said that to them "bAsics" were such traditional values 4,1 re-

spect for teachersvgood manners, obedience, proper dregs (whatever

that may be), and i return to "structured classrooms" and to "the old

ways of teaching."

It'yould seem, then, that some parents want "basic.skille 4hile

other parents want "basic behaviprt." More than likely, many want

both. This lack of agreement about what are the basics is not'limit-
i

ed to parents and the general public.

The slogan "back td the basics" has no more meaning in 'education

than it would have in any other field, according to .300 elementary

school teachers in a March 1978 open letter to President Carter.

'11 .Their statemen' was an outgrowth of the National Conference on Lan-

guage Arts in the Elementary School held last spring in Indianapolis,

and it is typical Of reactions from within the profession to the cur-

rent emphasis on basics.

"What is basic in- 4cation," gtated the open letter, "is meet-

ing the need for all people in bociety to rn to the fullest extent

of tlieir needs, desires, and capabilitie Drafte,d by Kenneth Good-

ea

I/
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man of 1h4'Uni3ersity of iiizona, the letter also poiots out that

"testing has become the Frankenstein monster of contemporary American

education, largely through-federal guidelines....Ironically, the state

of the art of language testing is suLa that it makes bad programs look

good and good programs look ineffective...."

Earlier this year in Washington, Kenneth Clark opened a series of

public seminars on Education America sponsored by the U. S. Office

of Education. When asked about basicst Clark said that the basics

are what schools are fo'r and that beyond the three Fe's the basiCs

should include respect for law and an understanding of and sensitiv-f.

ity to others, as well as humaneness. Clark also had some observa-

tions about the misuse of standardized tests, which he said should be

used bnly for diagnqstic purposes. This point, of course, is not un-

related to other concerns about basics, since in some states "the

basics" haye bedh defined soleLy by the standaraized tests that are

commercially available and, according to their vendors, will-do the

job.

There seems to be no end to the question of what should be basic

in education for the last quarter of the twentieth century. "I'm for.

basics,4 says Jameri L. Jarrett (12), "assuming, of course, that you

agree with me on what they are." Accordirl to Jarrett, "The trouble

is that the word tbasics] seems to mean too littlt?, sometimes too

mdch. It means top little if the implication is that' the schools...

should teach nothing but the three 14'5
It

The question of what is more basic than the basics has been

raised by a number of educators, including Edward J. MeacM, Jr., of

the Ford Foundation. With the resources.available to us, Meadtlf sees

univeral literacy as only a matter of.public and national resolve and

9 1
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priority. .But beyond literacy, he feels that such "basics" as hones-
.

.f

ty 'and trust are even mOre esseptial for sodiety in general. Caring

for others, according to Meade, is the most import4ni basic of all:

Even if without the ingredient.of caeing for
others the-so-called "back to basics" movement was
successful, it woutd be a hollow victory. For chil-
dren to achieve a basic literacy in reading, writing,
computing and thinking without our dpmonstrating our
care for them as persons and instilling in them the*
desire and ability to care for others is hardly prog-

ress in eivilizaiion. (14)

Although Meade's concept of caring will strike some t..)day as a

fresh and necessary goalZ-a basia--it is as old-as the,idea or formal

schooling. In fact, the major purpose of education in the early days

of our Republic was salvation, which in a secular sense meant moral and

ethical training. 'The fact that it is now necessary to resurrect qugh

"basics" as honesty, trust, and caring is in iiself a comment on the

moral climate of today--in and out of the Classroom.

we confuse verbal behavior with all behavior, moral and other-
.

wise. This has led to some of the confusion over what are the basics.

"A child who does not learn the 3R's in school is unlikely to 1.arn

them anywhere else," says Arthur W. Foshay. (8) "This obvious fact,"

observes Foshay, "has led many people to conclude that education in

the 3R's is the sole, main, most important function of school. Such

people consider the 3R's baSic, which of course they are, and also

sufficient, which of course they are not." Foshay feels that the

three R's do not offer an adequate base fot living a life; nor are

1they the only unique offerings in school.

Foshay, a respected and longtime student of curriculum, has

pointed out four curricular areas which he considers to be equally

important and equally.basic:

I.
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1 Coning skills, which include the three R's but which also

include such skills as 'social interactibn and emotional

growth. Emphasis on skill,development, accoiding to, Foshay,..

to.inhibit understanding, i.e., "know-why.'"

2. gauEttE, which involves ethics--a knowledge and a dis-
t

.

position to act on a'distinction between right and wrong.

It involves self-.dieection, dependability, honest dealings,

and a clear sense of justice. I

3. CltiminAhiej. which is of the essence in public. educatioa--.

and Foshay points out that this has always been so.' It is '

individual action based-on a feeling of affiliatidn with-

the nation.
4

4. Private realization.. Anyone who is wholly de:fined by tte

opinions of others is doomed tip have no personal sense of

worth. "By private realization," says Foshay, "I refer to

that complex of understandings, attitudes, and.perceptions

that make up my as.sertion that I aril. I am, apart from 'others

,

and their beliefs about me. I know myself incompletely, but

more fully than. others know me."

Among his four curriculum basics, FoShay's "private realization"

is rather .new.as an educational concern. It is, also an 'important eon-.

cern. When the present alienation of students (and parents, and tax-

. payers, et al.) is considered, it may well be that more 'attention in

school must be given to the personal integrit& the feeling of self.-

worth, of every student. In a society Tiven t.o growth and $::ompetition,

where learning is sometimes confused with test-passing, a growing. nun-

if
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bar of:youngsters are able to find peer approvalA kind of pseudo-

self-esteem, at best--only through violence.

"Private realization," according to Sashay, "requires that all....

aspects of what it is to be a human tieing be attended to by all the

persons and institutions that influence the child." In this regard,

Foshay finds much in the present back-to-ihe-basics movement that is

counterproductive:

The vision of a soffool we all share is of a place
full of life, where people act with purpose on their
own. The present "back to basics" movement in its .

nartow focus on a few of the coping skills, moves us
away from such an ideal. -What we need is a recogni-
tion of what is, in fact, basic to gaining an educa-
tion and living a life.

As.for citizenship education, it now seems to be in a decline.

Early.this year the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP)

released a study of Changes in Political Knowledge and Attitudes among

teenagers from 1969 to 1976. The findings are mixed, but declines are

reported in knowledge of the structure and function of government as

well as in "understanding And willingness to participate in the polit-

ical process." .Educators quoted in the NAEP release say that these-

findings require "prompt and drastic attention by the public and edu-

cators alike...to preserve our system.of government"; and one of them

suggested that citizenship should be added to the three !I's as an

equally important basic skill.

Otners took a dlfferent of the NAEP findings and said that

the present overemphasis on the three R's was in fact the reason for

the decline in teenagers' knowledge cf politics and citizenship. In'

this camF a number of educators saw the NAEP study as once again

demcnstratinc the inherent perils of the back-to-the-basics movement.

rc!cn Cawelti, executive .iireotor of the Association for Supervision
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and CurricVlum Development, was quoted in the press on this matter: .

"If we persist in nartoWing the.tocus.of School curriculum to include

or emphasizeOnly such Skills aS reading, writing, and math.we should

gxpect to see further declines in.student knowledge of other skills

equally essential, such as citizenship and politica). knowledge." (4).

rl,r)t

Another poinf of view on ,17e 'NAEP discovery that teenagers do

underst.and government was expressed by Howard D. Mehlinger (15),

director of the Social Studies Development Center at Indiana Univer-

s.ity: Pa'rents' attitudes toward government are affecting the young.

According to Mehlinger, the NAEP findings were anticipated by a Lewis

Harris poll that showed adult confidence in the executive branch of

the federal government slipping from 41 percent in 1966 to 23 percent

in 1977. During this same period adult confidece in the U. S. Con-

gress fell from 47 perrnt to 17 percent.

"Schools alone are not to blame for the falling test scores re-
.

ported by NAEP," said Mehlinger. "If American .parents hold such atti-

tudes, can we-be surprised that their children show indifference to

political affairs?" Related to this is Mehlingex's olpservation that

citizenship education has no powerful lobby demanding its improvement

and that, as a result, it has dropped out of style durirlg the past

two decades.

How basic is citizenship? The question is difficul,t to answer

because of a crowded curriculum. !.teillincier's comment on this will be

of particular interest to teache.3:

The schools are amonarthe most burdened institu-
tions in Ametican society. As various ihterest groups
compete for time and space in t lassroom, decisions
are made as often in response o po itical and mone-
tary pressures as they are i response to the needs of
society and the students.

to

,
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Jdst one example of this curriculum overloa0 will.
illustrate the heights, ortthe depths; to which the

problem can go. In One school, the research guide
for English and the social studies says:

"In the 10th grade, study is coneentrated on-the
. growth of democratir, ancrespeeially on the forM of
government which developed. tuch a study should
bek brief and to the point in order to allow trthe

for the unit %on driver education."

s194s and Frills

'Any attempt to answer the question of what are the basics (and
4

how to go back to.them) .dust give some attention to ihe political

realities of declining enrollments and fiscal austerity caused'by a

general taxpayer revolt. In this context, "back-to-the-basics" is
1

an empty slogana code word for gutting school budgets. It is a ..

r more immediate and a far more disconCerting issue than a public
0 - 0

debate about educational goals and curriculum.

Fred M. Hectinger (10) 'raises this issue in the February/March

1978. NEA journal, Today's Education. He points.out that those who

simply want to cut school budgets have joined force'sunder the ban-
*

ner of basics--with conservatives (both political and educational).

Back-to-t4g-basics becomes a demand for "cutting ouC the frills" when

these two groups work together, says HechingerL who seeiethis as both

a revolt against high property, taxes and an effort to support the

puritanical view of education. In such a context, the first "frills"

to go are usually miisic and art.

The fallacy of this tendency, according to Hech4.ngere is that

"the stripped-down, no-frills basic curriculum allows for too little

transfer of skills to other areas--creative, artistitc, or just plain

interesting. The harm that dan be done to the three R's by the

I.

"' .



eliMination,.of school neWspapers or other extracurricular activities

that require basic skills should be eVident to everyone concerned."

Hechinger and other informed commentators agree that basic

skills ar ic and essential starting'points for an educated per-
,

son. 41'hey also agree that parents, tgo, have a responsibility for

such skill detielopmerit in their children. in his NEA article

HechinT puti it this way:

Any successful-new emphasis on the basic skills--
and libeials.as well as conservatives should demand ,

such emphasis--ought to begin with an analysis of the
major causes of contemporary deficiencies in these
skills. Some of the contributing factorse'such as
lack of stresi on the rinted)word:cannot be cor-
rected by the schools a .4-.'The parent.who cannot:
or will not read .to a child at an early age as part
of the daily intellectual diet takes the first step
in undermining that child's foundation in the basic

SO does the parent who uses television as
a pacifier, without helping to create the links be-
tween viewing, reading, and thinking.

Hechinger is a member of the Editorial Board of the New York

Times, and the piece quoted above, from Today's Education, had an

obvious influence on a first-rate editorial in that newspaper,on

April 12, 1978. It was called "Rewards and Risks of 'Back to

Basics,'" and it said, in part, that "the United StateS is not so

poor that the only way it "can reform the teaching of basic skills

is to,teAch nothing else."

The question of defining the basics of American education is a

policy issue of the highest ordel for the teaching profession and for ,

the future of oUr country. The question is not a simple one and, as

wg,Alve seen, there is little agreement about how it should be answered.

Ben Brodinsky (2) has reported on a prestigious conference last year

which brought together 40 national leaders in education to examine

"b.

3le
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the state of bilib\skills in Amertcan educatlon. Aftei three day& of

erudite papers, hAgh-level discutsion, and spiritlidebate, ihe con=
'

ference ended on a
,

final note from ohe of its sponsors, James.G,

Cook, pres.ident of the Thomas Alva Edison Foundation. Cook, accord-.

ing to Brodinsky, hadtbeen a hardliner on basics throughout the meet-

ing, where he espoused the conservatiye views of the busidess commu- 6

nity and stressed the importance of the _three R's. But Cook had been

moved to,view the basics from new angles befOre.the conference ended,

and this was his valedictOry:
4.

My notion of the basics.assumes thaeour school-
ingsystem should be concerned withc literacy' in words
and numbers. It also acknowledges that our educa-
tional,system will be moving toward another set of
basids: truth, beauty, justice, love', and faith.
Character-rooted pastions are required ftlr-the sur-
vival of a.democracy. We want children to be not
only competent but also compassionate; in DO Ham-
marskjold's words, "to become truer, kinder, gentler,
warmer, quieter, humbler, so that they can become
.firmer, stronger, and wiser."

) 31
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THE BASIC. SKILLS,AND UNIVERSAL LIAIRACY
,

The preceding section.of this paper raised the question of what

are the basics in edUcation. In the present section, it should be

noted that "the basics" are limited to the basic skills of reading,

writing, and ariihmetic, the so-called three R's. As stated earlier,

there is complete agreement about the need for these.fundamental

skills.
. /1:

The question Of how well the three Ms . are being taughttoday

must be considered first.in-relation to a mOre basic question: To

whom? The New York Times editorial (cited on page 24) addresses this

question with eloquence: "For the first time ln American history,

teachers are being asked to educate all children, including ropy who

in the past would simply have been allowed to drop by the wayside."

"In 1920, only one of every five teenagers in the United States went

to high school. At tho,start of this decade, more than 92 percent of

our teenagers were in high school.

As our goal of universal, free education comes closer to reality,

it brings with it changes in the student body. And some Of these

changes, incidentally, account for most of the declines inpOes on

group standardized tests. For 'some, who would like to go back to the

basics-(and to the good olddays), the elitism of the past has much

appeal. There is, of course, much more to be said in flor of the

greater democracy of the present.

"Many of,the nation's present difficulties arise from its'past

successes," said John Cogley. (3) "We are in trouble today not be-
.

cause the democratic system has tailed but in large r)rt because it

has succeeded in breaking down the class, religious, and racial

3:2
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barriers of the past, thereby creating expectatiOnstunknown to ear- ^-

lier generations." Anyone who would like to better understand what
#

the press calls "declining"test scores" will'be interested in this

excerpt from Cogley's essay:

An increasingly more democratic society cannot enjoy
the tranquility and high cultural level that were avail-
able tekAmerican society when it was managed by, and
largely lor, a ruling elite. The more democratic the
bommon denominator, the lower it is likely to be. This
is a fact of life in present-day America. It has tel be

. taken account of by educators, politicians, journal- .

.ists, roadcasters, and-everyone else appealing to the
public Inevitably, it does not sit well with those-who
once eàjoyed the benefits of elitism and remain haunted
by.thememory of a time when only the privileged had'io
be considered and standards could be set high for that
favored few.

Test Scores as News

As we have already noted, the problem of reporting test scores

from-a large and pluralistic student population is difficult. (Most

of the tests, of (mourn, are a waste of time and money, butsthat is

another story and beyond the scope of this papers) "With disturbing.

frequeAcy, editors responsible for reporting such test results to the

public.in understandable terms are interested in sensationalism, bad

news, and sweeping generalities.

R/ecently the major news.stories abOut testing have beer:based on

news releases and press conferences generated by NA2P,the U. S.

Office of Education, the Edr.cational Testing Service, or similar

groups. The :releases'sometimes include a great -deal of technical

test'data. They are written as news stories by the sponsoring agency

and handed 'out or mailed to reporters. At a good news conference

good reporters ask good questions and get good answers. What most

local newspapers and broadcasters get from all this is a story "on

:33
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.the wire" from the Associated Press, United Press International, or

some other wire sêrvice...

BefOre we conalider an actual wire story on testing in some de-.

tail, it will be useful io point out another aspect4of the wire serv-

ice t:radition

the "inveited

4

of American journalism.

pyramid" style with the
\

Such stories are.written in
-

*most importadt, essential.facts

in descending order of importanCes with the least significant infor-

mation at the end. If a story is to'be cut, the lOcal editotistarts

cutting .at the bottom of the story. When space is very short, read-

ers get-only the lead liaragraph-which, in theory, will give them the

-: essential facts.

I.

,

Here is a recent example of how an.important story on testing

was handld under this system. On thè morning of June 26, 1978, the

NAEP keld a Toress conference in Washington to announce the.regults

'a

of its recent assessment of science knowledviamong 72,000 elementary.

and secondary Achool pipils. At 2:44 that afternoon'the Associated

Press put on.the wire a 16-paragraph.story with the following lead:

Washington (iliP).-:-fn the decaae since America
'landed men on the moon, knowledge of science has
declined steadily among the nation'0.7-Clear-olds,
a government survey shows.

Jubt another test storY about what a bad job the schools are

doing. Not quite.' For those few readers whose papers ran all the

story and who were persistent enough to read-the first 14 paragraphs,

there W4S an interesting qualification (contradiction, if you Will)

near

1

e.'end:

The tests found that, in gsneral, certain groups
tended to perform above the national level. These
were boys, whites, those with at least.one parent who
went to college and those living in the Northeast,
big-city suburbs or well-to-do urban areas.

31
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This was foll'owed in.the AP siory by patagtaph :15, wiiich is

quoted belOw to add another dimension of reining pot in the'lead:

Those generally below the natidndl level vere
girls, blacks, those whose parents did not graduate
from high school 'and students in the.Southeast, big
cities, or poor urban areas.

This kind of inforniation, buried.'in paragraphs 14 and 15 in a

,16-paragraph story, gives much new meaning to the first paragraPh in

the story. Codes the "%lead" mislead readers? Since there is' almpst

no national testing as idch, -the journalistic tendency to spot national

trends in testing stories usually overshadeowi the far .more significant

regional, ethnic, and socioeconomic data that are necessary for a

A

reasonable public unde;standing of such itories. This kind of report-

ing wouid also expose some of the limitations of such tests.

There is, of course, good news about te'st results today, but it '

is seldom "played up" (to use a newspaper term). One example of.thiS

can be seen in a UPI story of April 14, 1978, from Indianapolis: '

- "Today!s public school

wee 30 years ago...."

children are better readeor6'than their parents
=

It was a brief story of six paragraphs.

Illiteracy

The term "fungtional literate"--like "t40 basics"--is badly used

and widely misunderstood:.yet it is considered by the public as the

cutoff point for those who have not learned the 'three R's. Despite

the oft-quoted estimate that the illiteracy rate in the Uni'te.d States

has dropped from 11.3 percent to 1.2 percent sinCe 1900, there is a

great disagreement among experts, and just about everybody else, about

what it means to be "literate" or "illiterate" and the degree to which

each condition is "functional."
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This almost ludicrous confusion about the ineaning of functional

literacy (or illiteracy) is illustrated in an excellent survey of

research by Donald L. Fisher (7). He quotes alLEducational Testing

Service study which founa that "14 percent of the adtat population
. .

. . .

at the profedsio.nal-management level were functional illiterates."
,

Fisher concludes "that the functional literacy label has been applied

inappropriately td individuals in the professional-managerial class."
. .

Even if a significant,proportion of this class has difffculty reaaing,

the problem has not held them back. Their."illiteracy" does not hic-

der their successful functioning.

The ETS measurement of illiteracy is tyPical'of such'studies

swhere.the liteeacy or illiteracy rate is simply a function of the per- I

centage of the population that can be expected to give a correct or

an incorrect response to a test item. "As an absolute measure of

il;iteracy rates," observes Fisher, -"such a procedure Cs not easily

interpretable." It'is also cleAr, he says, "that the methods used to

estima.te the number of illiterates are biased in the direction of

overestimatibn."

Fisher estimres that" in any report of literacy based on test
.

evidence "between 5 and 11 percent.of any 'population or group are

misciassified." Taking'thid into consideration, says Fisher, "we

found that it was possible to infer thajg(few,if any functional illit-

erates were.actually awarded high schoof`diplomas."

fisher's survey of researCh on peasuring literacy is-competent,

comprehensive, and complex. Supported and published by the National

Institute of Education, much of it is written in the technical jagon

of research. It is not eksy to. read. But it obyiously represents a

point of view that has not had much atention in the preps. In the

3:;
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abstract of Wis.studyijp...vli), Fisher comments on his.findings about
.

.

.s.. . .. .

.

the effectiVenesi:of schodls today:
.. .

.0
4

4 4:1

4.
.

u .

Iv, The survet results hbve precipitatedza rash.of con-
,p cerns. The first _sections chf this paperanalyze the ..

legitimacy of these .concezns and the acEumations which
:have evolved....Two accusations stahd foremost. First, '

high schools have been aceused of graduatiftg. thousau4S;
.. even millions of illiterateg. %At first.glan6e; this

.claim is supported.by numerous surveyS and%observations.
For example, the surveys referred,to in this paper're-
port.that anywheretbetween 2 and 13 percent of4:the

. populatfon with a_twelfth grade education 4re func-
tionally illiterate, we will argue that the upper

,

estimate is greatly.inaated,' and More often than not. .

. misinterpreted. In generdl, we see no.solid basidrfor
the first accusation in any of the surVeys of func-

'
tional literacy administered to date.. In fact, the 'P

-evidence from the-survey6 point& in just the oppositet
directions.' .

.

,.. .

.
. 1

. The rseconá accesattion centers on the effectivenessa 4 '

of today's schools. -The schools of today are -accused 4.

of being less effective than theischools oryegterday.
-Individuals.or groups who level.this acdusation be-
lieve that-education in general-has deteriorated. Some
claim that the value of a sebonddry.education has, de-

. creased. Others place the blame on primary education.
4 An analysis of the survey data .does not support these

claims. . .

Such surveys of educational research provide a better uhder-

standing of how well the three R's are being taught today. They'also

illuminate the amount of misunderstanding of wha it means to be

t
.literate in Eoday's world.

0.0
0. 0

4
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There is ood reason'to believe that mudh of the present-pablic

clamor for schools to get back to the basics has less to do with the
11.

three R's than with other, not so viiible agendas lor public educe-

tion. One example Tf this is the neoconservative New Rightt, a mix-
,

ture of taxpayer groups, fundamentalists, and a few unreconstructed

ricists who want to cut school budgets and preservesthe socioeconomic

status quo. Despite their-extreme position, such groups are gathering.

support for their efforts to limit the role of education as a change .

agent in society.

Another less extreme but.even more pervasive trend.is 'ale effort,
A

on the part of many groups, to solve the social, political, and eco-

nomic problems of the larger society by dumpin4 them on .the schools.

This "curriculum lobby" is'responsible for much in today's course

of study that is anything but basic. One reason for the more or less'

uncontrolled curriculum expansion is the lack of educational policy

and clearly stated goals and purposes of.education.

4-This is not to say thet the curriculum should be frozen and that

the basics of yesterday wfll solve the'problems todars students must

face as adults in the year 2000. It may well be, as Foshay suggests",

that today's students will need something more than the hard, easily

measured academic subjects.- When one coilsiders the present school

problems of discipline and violence, the idea of developing in students

stionger feelings of self-worth and self-identity may be the most

fundamental of educational basics.

Beyond the fundamental skills of the three R's, there is little

agreement about what should be basic in eddcation. And this lack of
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agreement.seems to be as widespread within .the profession,as it is in

the public domain. What Some peoPle contider skills, others consider

frills. Some.consider student deportment, dreiss, and attitude to be

a basic. Others are of the opinion that the arts and humanities are

also basic, and that they aro necessary to provide the motivation,

, substance, and interest necessary for students to learn the three R's.
.

Language, after all, is not very important for those who have nothing

to say, and addition is a bleak exercise for those who have nothing

to add.

The public And its lawmakers do not have a balanced view of the

facts about literacy and such basic skills as the three R's.. Althoug.h

it is easy to blame the news media for this state of affairs, there

are more fundamental caupes. After all, both the press and the

schools reflect the society in which they exist. This .lack of public

understanding, of course, is a major reason for:efforts in. state

after state to legislate literacy in'terms of minimum competency laws.

1P
well intentioqed as it may be,,most of this legislative effort simply

0 compounds the problems presented in this pappr.

It is imposAible to isolate the present back-to-the-basics move-

ment from a great many other itsubs facing teachers. There is little

agreement, for example, on what is basic, and even less on what an

educated person shoulid know. Yet in this context, classroom teachers

must proceed each da: in a climate charged with conflicting public

expectations for both excellence add equality. Like such goals as

universal public heath and equal justice for all, the idea of a free

and universal educational system with equal opportunity for everyone

is something yet to be actlieved. Although it is something we cannot

go back to, it may be our most important basic.

2!)

a
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